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Partial-Load gains from the strike
Pam Johnson, Professor, School of Creative & Performing Arts
Fairness for contract faculty, who make up the majority of faculty, was one of the main reasons for the
faculty strike last year. Fortunately, two important
gains were achieved for partial-load (PL) faculty: 1)
the Partial-Load Registry and, 2) the speed at which
PL faculty can accumulate service credits which results in pay increases.

steward if you need assistance or have questions.
Check the union website: www.opseu562.org.
Service credit improvement
PL faculty have, in the previous collective agreement, been recognized for previous service, but only
for the purposes of wage step progression. The previous formula gave PL faculty a ½ month’s credit
for at least 30 hours of teaching in a month. The
new agreement gives PL faculty
a full months credit for 30
hours, doubling the speed at
which they progress through the
pay grid and increases their service credits. The record of service credits for PL faculty is
posted by your school in January and should be available in a
faculty area, such as a mailroom
and is also available on the union website. For now, questions
about your service credits
should be addressed to your
steward in order to determine
the exact number.

Partial-Load Registry
The registry is the first step toward greater job security. The
collective agreement now says
that registered PL faculty, who
are currently employed or have
eight months of service credit
in the past four years, must be
given hiring priority for courses
that the college plans to have
taught by PL faculty. This is
significant because previously
the college had no obligation to
give hiring consideration to previously employed PL faculty,
no matter how long they had
taught for a school.
In the past, the end of the teaching contract took
PL faculty back to zero in the sense that the employ- Defending our gains
Through striking, faculty won gains which are writer was not obligated to consider previous employten in our contract. But, we will need to continue to
ment when hiring.
defend these gains by making sure the college is
abiding by the rules in the spirit of providing better
October 30 deadline to register
To be included in the registry for courses in the
job security for PL faculty. If you have a question or
2019 calendar year, PL faculty need to register by
concern regarding your service credits or hiring,
October 30. Website: hrs.humber.ca/
please contact your steward or the union office. 
partialloadregistry. Contact the union office or your
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President’s notes
Stacey Merritt, President, OPSEU Local 562

Welcome back everyone and welcome to our new
members. I trust you had a good summer and feel
rejuvenated after a difficult and challenging 2017/18
academic year. Hopefully, you feel you are able to
focus your attention on what we are all here to do help Humber students on their path to future success.

creases at a much faster rate.
Article 13 now addresses the
issue of academic freedom,
something that before was not
part of our CA. These changes
have significant ramifications
for all of us and are works in
progress that represent significant challenges as their
nuances are clarified.

For your union executive, this fall certainly has a
different feel to it when compared to last year. Rather than strike preparations, our focus is now on
providing service and support to you, the members of There are also non-contractual issues that have arisen that will require a lot of attention. The recent anLocal 562, and ensuring that the new collective
nouncement that Humber is realigning some of its
agreement (CA) is being properly administered.
schools is one. The potential change in the semester
There are some new components to the CA that
length from 15 to 14 weeks is another. Both will imwere fought for in the strike that are very positive. As pact our members in different and in some cases neglittle as it is, we are receiving a 2 per cent wage inative ways.
crease as of October 1. The language that prevented
The bottom line is that while it is great that we can
the union from pushing the college to hire more fullnow
focus on teaching and supporting our students,
time employees has been removed. The Partial-Load
there are many important struggles ahead. Your unRegistry found in article 26.10 is a major step forion is here to advocate on your behalf and assist you
ward in job security for partial-load faculty. They
will also achieve service credits at double the previ- in any way that we can. Let us know how we can
ous rate and therefore potentially attain pay step in- help. 

Who wins with a 14 week semester?
Bob Bolf, Past President, OPSEU Local 562
The college recently announced that it is considering
adopting a 14 week semester, moving away from the
current 15 week semester. Reasons cited for this are
somewhat vague. Adopting a 5 day fall reading week
based on requests from some students is the main
reason that has been given.
As Seth Meyers, host of the Late Show, is fond of
saying, “Let’s take a closer look”.

during the spring semester, it would be an overstatement to say that across the college there is one additional week saved during this semester, but equally it
would be an understatement to say that there would
be no money saved during the spring semester by
moving to a 14 week semester. A conservative estimate therefore would be that the college will save 21/2 weeks of contract faculty pay over a full academic year.

By adopting a 14 week semester, the college imAccording to the Ministry report “Aggregate CFIS
mediately saves one week’s salary for contract facul- Account Balance, 2015-2016”, Humber’s total conty. Obviously, the college offers a fall and winter
tract faculty wages was $43 million (the amount paid
term. However, some of the larger academic schools to part-time, partial-load and sessional faculty).
also run their programs during the spring semester.
Schools such as The Business School, HRT and Lib14 week semester continued on page 6
eral Arts and Sciences do so and have significant student enrollment. Since not all schools offer courses
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Health & Safety:

You have the right to refuse unsafe work
Des McCarville, Co-Chair, Joint Health & Safety Committee
The continuing focus on renovation and new
construction has raised health and safety concerns among Humber employees. There have
been several cases recently of employees feeling they are in an unsafe work environment.
Management has addressed the issues when
raised, but there seems to be a lack of communication between the contractor, facilities management and the managers in the affected
schools. We will be addressing these issues at
the Joint Occupational Health and Safety
Committee (JOHSC), but I would like to remind everyone that all employees have the
right to refuse unsafe work without the fear of
reprisal by the employer. Here is the procedure
to follow:

1. Contact your supervisor to alert them to
this situation.
2. If you cannot resolve the situation, or feel
uncomfortable speaking with your supervisor, contact a worker rep. This can either
be a union steward or a worker member of
the JOHSC. A management rep from the
JOHSC may also attend any discussion.
3. Together, the reps (worker and management) and the supervisor will try to come
up with a solution.
4. If a solution is not possible, a Ministry of
Labour inspector will be called to resolve
the issue.
5. Reprisal by management is forbidden
under the Occupational Health and Safety
Act.
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Please don’t hesitate to contact the worker reps
for clarification of any health and safety issue.
http://hrs.humber.ca/safety/joint-health-safetycommittee/members-contact.html
In other news, the JOHSC is continuing the
process of separating into multiple committees. For faculty, there will be three committees: Lakeshore, Humber North and Orangeville. New members are welcome! Member’s
time is paid for by the college. Full-time faculty receive a two hour reduction on their SWF.
Contract faculty are now eligible for membership and will also be paid, but the rate is to be
negotiated. 
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Chief Steward’s report
Rena Borovilos, Chief Steward, OPSEU Local 562
Greetings to all new and returning faculty!

exercise academic freedom – something that our
Since the last publication of Newsbreak (April
university colleagues have
2018), we have a new union team ready to assist
been doing for decades.
you. With a record number of stewards serving in
What does this mean? It
the local, including many keen first-timers (Ron
means that we can now “enquire about, investigate,
Dotzko, Craig Trineer, David Vazquez-Abrams –
pursue, teach, and speak freely about academic isApplied Technology, Mike Dover – Business,
sues without fear of impairment to position or other
Chandra Hodgson, Milos Vasic – Liberal Arts and respite” (Article 13, section 13.04). This is a signifiSciences, Natalie Blake-Noel, Ann Corbold – Socant gain and a potential game changer. For examcial and Community Services, and Liz Sokol – Stu- ple, in the past, a faculty member had little recourse
dent Services), you are in very good hands!
when a manager arbitrarily overrode the faculty’s
academic judgement concerning a student’s grade
October 15 Day of Action
and academic performance. Now, there is language
October 15, 2018 is the one year anniversary of
in the CA to support and protect faculty decisionthe eve of our strike and a good time to take stock
making regarding such matters.
of the important gains we made as a result of that
fight: a Partial-Load Registry providing increased
In a grievance currently moving through the arbijob security for partial-load faculty; academic free- tration process, a Mohawk College professor claims
dom rights for all of us; and a province-wide Task that their academic freedom was violated, and proForce to advance recommendations on outstanding fessional effectiveness undermined, when that colissues like faculty complement and precarious
lege allowed a student to complete missed tests and
work, academic governance structures, and intellec- assignments for no legitimate academic reason. In
tual property. The one year mark also provides us
the grievance, the faculty seeks the following remewith an opportunity to focus on our challenges, in- dy: 1) a declaration that the CA was violated, 2) an
cluding the cancellation of the Task Force by the
order that their original grade decision be reinstated,
current provincial government (OPSEU has taken
3) an order that legitimate faculty academic decilegal action over this) and the failure of our emsions be upheld in the future, and 4) damages for
ployer to fully comply with the revised Employthe impairment of their academic freedom.
ment Standards Act (mandated by the passage of
Bill 148 and the Fair W orkplaces, Better Jobs A ct
The Mohawk College case is not unique. Several
2017) requiring that contract faculty receive equal locals, including our own, are currently assisting
pay for performing the same work as full-time fac- faculty who claim that their Article 13 rights have
ulty. To help celebrate our successes and overcome been violated. This is happening even though our
these and other challenges, October 15 has been
CA states that “All members of the college commudeclared a day of action across all 24 Ontario colnity shall support and protect the fundamental prinleges. Stay tuned for more information.
ciple of academic freedom.” (Article 13, section
13.03).
Know and exercise your academic freedom
rights!
If you believe that Humber College is preventing
Article 13 of our A cademic Employees Collective you from exercising your academic freedom rights,
Agreement (CA) 2017-2021 gives us the right to
contact a steward or the union office. 
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Get to know your CA:
Initial salary step calculation
Pearline Lung, 2nd Vice-President, OPSEU Local 562
As members of this bargaining unit, all partial-load
and full-time employees are paid according to a salary grid found inside your collective agreement (p. 27
for full-time, p. 51 for partial-load). Calculating your
initial salary step is based on a formula and points
system found on p. 122.

la, you should encourage your manager to consider
providing you with one or more of these discretionary steps. The college’s desire to hire you, coupled
with the fact that you may be taking a pay reduction
from your previous job, can result in the hiring manager increasing your starting pay rate.

Your initial salary step is determined based on the
education and work experience you possess that is
relevant to your job. The hiring manager will look at
your resume or ask you for a detailed list of your
education and work experience and will determine
your starting step based on this information. For reference, a template initial step salary calculation
spreadsheet is available on our website: http://
www.opseu562.org/2018/703.

It is also important to understand that this formula
for calculating initial salary steps was established
over 50 years ago, when a PhD (or even a Master’s
degree) was not a requirement for most academic
positions at colleges. As a result, there is no specific
additional salary provisions for new employees with
PhDs, nor has our local been able to reach an agreement with the college on this issue. However, the
union believes that PhDs should be recognized, and
can be done through discretionary steps or years of
It is important to note that hiring managers may, at experience. Do not hesitate to ask the hiring managtheir discretion, give employees up to 5 additional
er for consideration in this regard.
steps on the pay grid beyond what the calculation
determines (but not exceeding the max step). After
For some sample cases and calculations, continue
the college has made you a job offer, if you feel that reading this article on our website:
your skills, professional designations, experience or www.opseu562.org/2018/2396 
education are not properly recognized by the formu-

14 week semester continued from page 3

full-time student enrollment and tuition fees shows
that the college will likely pocket an additional $15
Therefore, the college will save a minimum of $2.4 million due to adopting the shorter semester. So,
million in wages to contract faculty by adopting a 14 students will receive less classroom and lab time
week term. This amount does not include additional with their faculty and therefore have a reduced
learning experience yet pay more.
costs to the college for related to benefits, pension
contributions, etc.
So, by adopting a 14 week semester, the college
will
conservatively save over $17 million, thereby
However, there is more to this. Students now have
a 6.7 per cent reduction in the length of their semes- further increasing its annual budget surplus. Is the
ters (1/15). Will the college reduce student tuitions decision based on that financial reality or, as it
by 6.7 per cent? I have not heard anything to suggest should be, on sound pedagogical reasoning? I know
what I think. 
this will happen. If there is no reduction in student
tuition, then impact to students of the reduced semester is the equivalent of raising their tuition 6.7
per cent. A few quick calculations based on current
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Your health benefits
Urszula Kosecka, Union Rep, Joint Insurance Committee

Faculty in the bargaining unit are entitled to
receive a variety of health benefits. It can be
difficult to remember about all the types of
health benefits we have under our plan. One
example is travel insurance. Your Sun Life
plan covers emergency services outside of our
province and outside of our country for up to
60 days. Another example is massage therapy.
Reimbursement for therapeutic massage is also
included in our health benefit package.

Where to find information
There are two different documents with comprehensive summaries of all benefits for full
time and partial-load faculty.
1. Employee Benefits for Academic Employees of the Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts
and Technology, Contract Number 50832
and 50090;
2. Employee Benefits for Partial-Load Academic Employees of the Ontario Colleges
of Applied Arts and Technology, Contract
I want to remind you about benefits referred
Number 50832 and 50090 (both effective
to as Paramedical Services which is part of our
January 1, 2015). You will find them on
Extended Benefits plan. The plan is paid 100
our union web site (www.opseu562.org)
per cent by the employer and it covers 85 per
and on Humber’s HR web site.
cent of the service costs, up to a combined
Please note that both summary documents
maximum of $2,000 per person per calendar
are
from 2015 and that Paramedical Services
year. It is important to remember that the proare quoted for maximum of $1,500 rather than
fessional who provides services needs to be
for $2,000, as per the new collective agreement
licensed, e.g. acupuncture can be done by a
variety of professionals but Sun Life will reim- (CA). Also, social worker and psychotherapist
burse faculty only if the service is provided by are not listed there even though they are now
a licensed acupuncturist. Here is a list of other covered.
paramedical professionals, whose services are
In cases where you are not clear about your
acceptable for reimbursement by Sun Life un- health benefits, you may contact HR or your
der our plan: osteopathic practitioners, chirounion officer, Urszula Kosecka. In cases where
practor, podiatrist, naturopath, massage thera- members disagree with Sun Life’s decisions
pist, speech therapist, physiotherapist, audiolo- regarding reimbursement, the issues can be
gist, optometrist, occupational therapist, psybrought to the union and we will forward the
chologist, social worker and psychotherapist.
complaint to the Joint Insurance Committee.
The last two were added after our recent con- This committee, consisting of representatives
tract renewal.
from the union, management and Sun Life, resolves reimbursement disputes.
Health continued on page 8
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Thanksgiving Monday is a paid holiday
Pearline Lung, 2nd Vice-President, OPSEU Local
The guidelines around statutory holiday pay for
partial-load faculty has changed several times over
the past few years.
According to our collective agreement (Article
26.09), partial-load faculty will be paid their regular teaching rate on specific holidays (listed in Article 16.01 A) if:
1. the individual is scheduled to teach that day,
and
As we approach Thanksgiving Monday (October
2. the individual has an active contract that
8, 2018), partial-load faculty who are scheduled to
spans before and after the holiday.
teach Mondays should be paid their regular wage
for the day. Faculty who are not scheduled to teach
In other words, if the holiday falls on a day of the on Mondays can calculate their holiday pay by toweek that you would usually be teaching, you will talling your earnings from September 10 – October
be paid your regular wage for that day.
5, then, dividing the total by 20. A statutory pay
calculator is available online to assist you with this
The passing of Bill 148 (Fair W orkplaces, Better calculation: https://www.ontario.ca/page/publicJobs Act, 2017) ensures that all faculty are comholiday-pay-calculator.
pensated for public holidays, not just those who are
scheduled to work that day. Therefore, partial-load
Another side note: Effective October 1, 2018, all
faculty who are not scheduled to teach on public
partial-load faculty pay rates will automatically be
holidays will be compensated according to the for- increased by 2 per cent, as per the collective agreemula prescribed by the Employment Standards
ment (Article 26.04). This should be taken into acAct. The pay is calculated as such: regular earncount as well when calculating your statutory holiings plus vacation pay from the four work weeks
day pay. The A cademic Employees Collective
prior to the work week in which the public holiday Agreement (2017-2021) can be found on our webfalls, divided by 20. (Note: partial-load pay rates
site: www.opseu562.org. 
are inclusive of vacation pay)

Health continued from page 7
bargaining. So, we will not have cannabis included
in health benefits until the next CA. Sun Life, as an
With the legalization of cannabis this year, some of insurer, made a decision to offer coverage for mediyou may be wondering if cannabis will be available cal use of cannabis for some conditions, but as statto us. Generally, changes, including the addition of ed above, a new CA has to be first negotiated becannabis to the benefit plan, are negotiated through tween the employer and the union. 

Update on cannabis
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